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Single-electron soliton avalanches in tunnel-junction arrays
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Numerical modeling of correlated single-electron tunneling in uniform two-dimensional arrays of small
conducting islands separated by tunnel junctions shows the possibility of soliton-antisoliton avalanches.
Though the time duration of any avalanche and the total charge,DQ5ne, transferred across the array during
the avalanche are always finite in arrays with lengthN larger than certain critical valueNc and large widthM,
the avalanche magnituden may be exponentially large, resulting in particular in a giant increase of shot noise.
Thermal fluctuations gradually suppress the avalanche effect. Background charge disorder may lead~in larger
arrays! to a gradual change of avalanche character and to a crossover from the avalanche-induced shot noise to
1/f -type noise.
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During the past few years, there has been much intere
correlated single-electron transport1,2 in large arrays of smal
conducting islands separated by tunnel barriers—see,
Refs. 3–22 and references therein. This attention is du
several interesting properties of the arrays, the most bas
which is the existence of single-electron solitons.3,6 Such a
soliton consists of an additional single-electron cha
placed on an island of the array, surrounded by a group
totally neutral but strongly polarized islands which scre
the electron field at large distances. Similarly, removal of
electron from a single island creates an ‘‘antisoliton’’~i.e., a
single-hole soliton!.

The concept of single-electron solitons and antisolito
and their interaction allows a natural explanation of all t
peculiarities of the array statistics and dynamics, includ
the Kosterlitz-Thouless–like phase transition in the tw
dimensional ~2D! case,6,7,14 single-electron oscillations o
frequency f 5I /e,4,5,13 Coulomb drag,9,16 effects of dis-
order,12,17,18,20and shot noise suppression .21,22 The goal of
this paper is to report the prediction of a new phenome
in 2D single-electron tunneling~SET! arrays: soliton-
antisoliton avalanches which lead toshot noise enhancemen
rather than suppression.

We have obtained theoretical evidence of this effect d
ing Monte Carlo simulation of 2D array dynamics within th
‘‘orthodox’’ model of single-electron transport.1 In this
model, which is quantitatively valid when the tunnel condu
tancesG between the array islands are sufficiently low (G
!e2/\), single electron tunneling events are treated as in
herent transitions with rates

G5
G

e2

DW

12exp~2DW/kBT!
, ~1!

whereDW is the drop of the electrostatic free energy caus
by the particular transition. The energyW of a charge con-
figuration was calculated within the usual approximation3,6

~strictly correct for an array sufficiently close to a conducti
ground plane! in which the capacitance matrix includes on
diagonal termsC0 and near-diagonal termsC which repre-
sent island self-capacitances and mutual capacitances
tween the neighboring islands, respectively. We studied
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only the average currentI through the array, but also th
spectral densitySI(v) of current fluctuations.

The results show that at larger currents the Fano fa
F5SI(0)/2eI decreases to 1/N (N is the longitudinal num-
ber of junctions!, just as in 1D arrays,21 so that the low-
frequency shot noise is indeed suppressed in compar
with the Schottky value 2eI. However, rather unexpectedly
we have found that in uniform arrays at low temperatu
T and low currentsI ~near the Coulomb blockade threshol!
the Fano factor may be much larger than one—see, e
Fig. 1.

High values of the Fano factor are typical for avalanch
like transport processes.23 This fact invites the suggestio
that electrons are transferred through the array in ‘‘bundle
with total chargeDQ@e; however, since single-electro
solitons repel,3,4 the mechanism of the bundle formation w
not immediately clear. The solution to this puzzle has turn
out to be very simple. It is illustrated by Fig. 2 which show
a few snapshots of a typical Monte Carlo simulated proc
at zero temperature, when the dc voltageV applied to the
array is just slightly~in this particular case, by 1026e/C)

FIG. 1. Fano factor vs dc current for several rectangu
arrays of (N21)3M similar islands, with the same lengthN55
but various widthsM, for C050 andT50. Point size correspond
to the Monte Carlo simulation accuracy; lines are only the gui
for the eye.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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above the Coulomb blockade thresholdVt . At V'Vt , the
soliton entrance into the initially empty array is the ma
transport sequence bottleneck and takes place only aft
considerable time. After the entrance from one electrode,
soliton starts to drift, hopping along the electric field appli
to the array@Fig. 2~a!#. When the soliton approaches th
opposite electrode, its field may induce the entrance of
or more antisolitons, i.e., single-hole solitons@Fig. 2~b!#,
not only into the same row, but also in the neighbori
rows. After these antisolitons have passed their trans
bottleneck at the entrance, they drift mostly along the app
electric field~in the direction opposite to that of the soliton!,
the attracting field of the initial soliton having little effec
on the drift. Because of this, soliton-antisoliton pairs fr
quently miss their chance to recombine, though late
tunnel junctions between island rows allow such recombi
tion and we do observe such events in our simulation.
turn, each antisoliton approaching the array electrode m
trigger the entrance of one or more solitons@Fig. 2~c!#, etc.
This chain reaction results in a soliton-antisoliton avalanc
very much similar to an electric discharge in a gas due
surface impact ionization.24 Notice that in 1D arrays the soli
ton and antisoliton cannot pass each other, so that the rec
bination always happens; as a result avalanches are a
andF<1.21

Due to the stochastic character of transport within
framework of the ‘‘orthodox’’ theory, there is always
chance that every soliton and antisoliton leaves the a
without triggering the entrance of any solitons of the opp
site charge. Because of this, the avalanches always ha
finite duration in time and finite ‘‘magnitude’’n ~the latter
may be defined by the equationDQ5ne for the total charge
transferred through the array during one avalanche!. Never-
theless, the avalanches may be rather large: in wide ar
we have observedn’s up to 43106, limited only by the
computer simulation time.

In the range where avalanches are distinct, computa
of F may be sped up considerably using formulas
‘‘charge blocks,’’ which were derived in Ref. 25~in a dif-
ferent context!:

FIG. 2. A typical start of an avalanche in a 15320 island array
biased by dc voltageV.Vt.2.35e/C. ~The voltage is applied be
tween the array electrodes shown as hatched rectangles.! Black
squares mark the islands with an extra electron~the single-electron
soliton centers!, and white squares those with an extra hole~the
antisoliton centers!. Arrows show the directions of soliton and an
tisoliton motion.C0 /C50.01, T50. ~a! t58.48, ~b! t530.6, ~c!
t5119; heret is time measured~in the units ofC/G) from the
~random! moment of the first soliton entrance.
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SI~0!5
2

^t&
~e2^n2&1I 2^t2&22eI^nt&!, ~2!

I 5e^n&/^t&. ~3!

If avalanches do not overlap,n is just the magnitude of a
single avalanche, whilet is the interval between the begin
nings of the adjacent avalanches. In the particular casI
→0, Eqs.~2! and ~3! yield

F5
^n2&

^n&
. ~4!

Figures 1 and 3 show the dependence ofF on the main
parameters of the system: array lengthN, width M, island
capacitance ratioC0 /C, and applied voltageV @the last de-
pendence is presented parametrically via the induced dc
rent I (V)]. Most of these dependences may be readily u
derstood, at least qualitatively, using the avalanche pic
discussed above. For example, if the ratioC0 /C is increased,
the soliton radius decreases,3,6 so that the soliton-antisoliton
interaction is quenched, andF is decreased. LargerN gives
the soliton more time to induce solitons of the opposite si
so thatF grows. Finally, in very narrow arrays~smallM ) the
soliton-antisoliton recombination suppresses the avalan
magnitude, so that the Fano factor also decreases.

We have found that the avalanche statistics depende
on M in the opposite limit of largeM may be understood a
follows. In wide arrays, the probabilityp that a soliton trig-
gers the entrance of an antisoliton, and does not recom
with it, should not depend much on the array widthM. The
average numberf of rows separating the soliton and th
neighboring antisoliton, may depend onN and C0 /C, but
should be also virtually independent ofM. This is why we
may introduce an approximate ‘‘macromodel’’ which
schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 4: an array of wid
M is presented as a parallel connection ofm5M / f channels
of equal widthf 5 f (N,C0 /C). We break the avalanche int

FIG. 3. Fano factor atI→0 (V→Vt) as a function of the array
width, for T50 and several values ofN and C0 /C. Open points:
Monte Carlo simulation of the initial problem. Closed triangle
Monte Carlo simulation of the ‘‘macromodel.’’ Inset: Parameterp
of the ‘‘macromodel’’ as a function ofN andC0 /C.
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time stages of equal duration and assume that a passage
soliton in some channel at stagei triggers the antisoliton
passage in each of the two neighboring channels at stagi
11) with probability p5p(N,C0 /C). The lateral ~open!
sides of the array are described by setting the correspon
probability to 0. Mathematically, our macromodel is exac
the problem of the directed bond percolation problem o
2D square lattice26 within a stripe of widthm.

Despite the approximate character of the macromode
allows the results of the initial problem to be reproduc
remarkably well. For example, Fig. 4 shows avalanche a
plitude histograms~probability to find an avalanche with pa
ticular magnituden) for five arrays of different widths. The
Monte Carlo simulation results virtually coincide with th
macromodel results, despite only two parameters (p and f )
being available for fitting all five curves.~An equally good fit
was obtained for all other values ofN and C0 /C we have
studied ifM was large enough,m@1.! At the same time, the
macromodel is much faster for simulation, so that with t
same computer resources, results may be obtained in a m
broader range of array parameters. For example, open p
in Fig. 3 show Monte Carlo results for the initial model; fo
N510, we could hardly get acceptable accuracy atM.40.
For the macromodel described above, calculation ofF in that
point ~with the same error bars! took 35 times less CPU time
and we could continue calculations all the way up toM
555 ~closed triangles!.

The macromodel also gives a clear explanation why
growth of the avalanche magnitude with array widthM satu-
rates for shorter arrays, but is unbound for longer arrays~Fig.
3!. The directed bond percolation problem on square lat
has a percolation thresholdpc50.6447, beyond which ther
is a finite probability of having an infinite percolation clust
on an infinite lattice. We have found that for our problemp
becomes larger thanpc if the array length is above a certa
valueNc . (Nc'8 for C050, and grows with the increase o
the C0 /C ratio; for large enoughC0 /C, p never reachespc
at all—see inset in Fig. 3.! This means that atN.Nc and

FIG. 4. Avalanche magnitude histogram for several arrays
different widthsM, all with N55 andC050. Points: Monte Carlo
simulation of the initial problem. Solid lines: Monte Carlo simul
tion of the ‘‘macromodel’’ ~shown in the inset! for p50.512 and
f 53.
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unlimited m there is a finite probability of having an infinit
avalanche which, once started, would never end. The la
but finite, array width~and hence a large but finitem@1)
stops the avalanche growth in time, and limits its magnitu
at a finite~though exponentially large inm) level.

The avalanche effect is most strongly expressed at z
temperature, while thermal fluctuations gradually suppres
Figure 5 shows a typical dependence of the Fano factor
the applied voltage for several values of temperature. FoT
50, transport is possible only above the Coulomb blocka
thresholdV.Vt , so that below this pointF is undetermined.
However, even very small temperature fluctuations rev
the second branch of this dependence, since the initial en
barrier for soliton entrance to the array may be overcome
thermal activation, so that dc current becomes finite~though
may be very small!. Figure 5 shows that forV,Vt ; the Fano
factor decreases as applied voltage is decreased, approa
1 for smallerV. The reason for this decrease is that asV
→0, it is harder and harder for the initial soliton to trigg
the antisoliton entrance, so that single-soliton passages
come the dominant component of transport.~At very small
voltages,eV/2,kBT, the Fano factor starts to grow again
2kBT/eV due to quasi-equilibrium thermal fluctuation
However, in our case of low temperatures,kBT!eVt , this
growth corresponds to exponentially low dc current.! Larger
temperature leads to gradual decorrelation of the mom
when solitons and antisolitons enter the array and, hence
a gradual suppression of the avalanches which depend
this correlation.

Contrary to our expectations, we have found that the
fect of disorder is substantially different from that of therm
fluctuations. In moderately long samples~e.g., 5310 arrays,
at C0 /C50!, avalanches are virtually identical to those
regular arrays, at even a completely random distribution
background chargeQ0 of the islands. However, in large
~e.g., 10310! arrays, charge dynamics may be different: it
now a sequence of fast, avalanche-like transitions betw
several, rather then one, bottleneck charge configurat
with different dwell times. As the array size increases,

f FIG. 5. Fano factor as a function of applied voltageV for an
array with N55, M510 and C050, for several temperature
~measured ine2/kBC). Vt50.883e/C is the Coulomb blockade
threshold.
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number of these bottleneck states grows and the noise s
trum envelope gradually acquires a 1/f -type shape. In this
case the effect seems similar, though probably not ident
to the low-frequency noise at hopping.27

To summarize, we have found strong theoretical evide
for ~and a simple explanation of! a new effect of single-
electron-soliton and antisoliton avalanches in 2D arrays
small conducting islands. This effect arises due to solit
assisted entrance of antisolitons into neighboring, but dif
ent rows of the array, thus avoiding recombination. The ba
physics of the effect is well captured by a simple ‘‘macr
model,’’ equivalent to the directed percolation model on
square-lattice strip of finite width. In not very long array
disorder~as well as modest thermal fluctuations! leave the
avalanche effect intact. This gives us every hope that
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predicted effect will be experimentally observed in near
ture, e.g., by measurement of giant broadband noise ge
ated by the avalanches.

For larger arrays, strong disorder leads to appearanc
multiple bottleneck charge states with close Coulomb blo
ade thresholds, so that transport may look like a set
avalanche-like transitions between these states. As a re
the avalanche-generated shot noise becomes more col
gradually approaching a 1/f -type spectrum. Presently we ar
working towards a quantitative characterization of statist
of the thresholds and the resulting electron transport in la
disordered arrays.

The work was supported in part by the Engineering R
search Program of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences at
Department of Energy.
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